
Where light meets design
ULTIMA-P



DISCRETE AND MINIMALIST

ULTIMA-P IP40

• ULTIMA-P represents the perhaps most unobtrusive and minimal 
pendant luminaire yet packing a powerful punch. 

• For a wide range of task lighting applications, but also as an almost 
invisible design luminaire, ULTIMA-P is ideal above counters in hotel 
receptions, bars, but also for work desks as well as smaller tables in 
meeting rooms. The elegant brown leather loops perfectly complement 
the material mix of the luminaire made of extruded and anodized 
aluminum profile embedded in a stainless steel housing, available in 
different colors. 

• The luminaire as a member of the ULTIMA family features 3 master 
technologies (CSP LEDs, antiglares and the second generation of nano 
optics). ULTIMA-P is offering 4 different beam angles (40°, 60°, Batwing 
and opal) with great glare control and color consistency integrated in  
a height of just 12 mm - available in 2 standard lengths. 
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KEY FEATURES

ULTIMA-P offers multiple variations like 40° and 
60° optics with low glare to illuminate the entire 
workplace. The batwing optic allows even illumi-
nation of a larger surface (e.g. two adjacent 
desks), giving the ULTIMA-P an additional ad-
vantage. The 6 different housing/antiglare color 
combinations increase the versatility of the 
luminaire.

With a cross section of 16.2 mm x 12 mm it is 
extremely small for a pendant luminaire, espe-
cially when considering the built-in optical 
technology and an output of up to 1,840 lm/m.

NanoRay 2.0 optics offer precise beam and glare 
control with minimal color over angle.

The elegant leather loops add a design touch to 
the luminaire and work place.

• Lumen output: up to 1,840 lm/m

• Color temperature between 2,700 K and 4,000 K

• CRI 95

• IP40 

• Lengths: 1,092 mm and 1,592 mm 

• Lifetime 60,000 h

TECHNICAL DATA
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40° 60° Batwing
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12 mm

Scale: 1:1 16.2 mm

Minimal pendant luminaire
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REFERENCES

MULTIPLE OPTIONS FOR POWER & CONTROLS

The elegant leather loops wrap around the profile of ULTIMA-P and offer a very special design feeling. 

The antiglare ensures a low glare, so that the light source remains hidden. The luminaire is hardly perceptible in the 
room and perfectly illuminates the workplace. 

MOUNTING

Please see our detailed mounting instructions on the website www.led-linear.com

PENDANT FALSE / CONCRETE CEILING

GRID CEILING

BOTH PENDANT VARIANTS

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

1a. Surface mounted 
 canopy with driver*

1b. External driver*

2a. CASAMBI

2b. DALI DT-6

The following accessories are included with the luminaire if chosen as part of the order code.

PSU option “C” in order code 
VarioCANOPY Square Mounting set (optional) for  
pendant ceiling installations on concrete ceilings  
(suitable for all countries except North America)

Control option “C“ in order code 
IN.finite CASAMBI 2CH CV 

PSU option “E“ in order code
VarioPSU 24V/35W IP20, 100-277 V
(suitable for all countries except North America)

Control option “D“ in order code 
IN.finite DALI DT6 2CH CV 

* If PSU option “C“ or “E“ was chosen as part of order code, no further 
accessories are required to install and operate the luminaire.
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Please scan the QR Code for  
more detailed information  

about ULTIMA-P IP40

www.led-linear.com

LED Linear™ GmbH
Dr. Alfred-Herrhausen-Allee 20
47228 Duisburg
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 2065 94322-100
Fax +49 (0) 2065 94322-120
Info@led-linear.com

https://www.led-linear.com/products/ultima-p-ip40
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